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Suppose you were to land at Alexandretta in August and proceed
inland to Aleppo, the capital of the province of the same name. You
could easily hire an automobile for the dusty drive of 60 or 70 miles, but
it would be more interesting to travel on horseback along one of the
many trails. The mountains, which must first be crossed, are covered
with typical subtropical jegetation. Sometimes it is scrubby dry forest.
Elsewhere it is grass so dry and barren that you wonder what supports
the flocks of sheep that tollow the ragged shepherd boys as they pipe on
shrill, wooden flutes.
The people live in the valleys. Beside every spring of sufficient size
stands a village surrounded by vineyards and by groveo>f, apricot, mul-
berry, fig, and poplar trees. Aside from a few patches of melons Tnd
onions" there ar£Ev...^V€getablc^£dcns. Each village, however, possesses
broad, unfenced fields ofpalc yellowistubble where cattle are now brows-
ing. Two months or more ago the grain was cut, and the circular thresh-
ing floors of smoothly packed earth were piled with golden wheat and
paler straw, or perchance with barley. Then the grain was threshed by
the feet of oxen and donkeys driven around and around over the straw.
Now some of it is waiting to be carried home, for the Oriental does not
hurry. In spite of its long stay in the open air, one sees no evidence that
it has been wet by rain.
In the villages the houses are made either of sun-dried adobe bricks
or of stones plastered with mud. Some have low pyramidal roofs cov-
ered with red tiles, but most of the people can afford only flat earthen
roofs, which have to be rolled after every rain to keep them hard. Most
of the women, being Mohammedans, still conceal their faces beneath
veils, for Syria has not changed so rapidly as Turkey. But when one gets
an occasional glimpse of them grinding flour in hand mills, or doing
other household tasks, one sees that they put aside their veils when at
work. Now that the harvest is over, the men and boys seem to spend
much of their time loafing. As the traveler dismounts at some unspoiled
mountain village they spread a rug for him under the mulberry trees
beside one of the little reservoirs that hold the limited water supply. Then
they bring coffee, which came perhaps from Mocha in Arabia, and wheat
bread, mutton, melons, grapes, and the sour milk called "leben" or
"yowort."
Beyond the mountains a drier climate gives the scene a new aspect
At the eastern base of the mountains on the edge of the great inner plain,
each of the larger valleys has a village at its mouth, and fields of dry
stubble extend for miles. Here the villages present a most curious appear-
ance. Each room of the one-story houses is surmounted by its own high
and almost conical dome of dried mud. The dry summers cause wood

